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Would you like to catch a glimpse of “Seward’s Ice Box”? Very well, just come with me. With dog team, on a cold, crisp evening, dashing through the snow and ice on the river, which is lighted by the starry heavens, we draw near a little Indian village whose lights seem to welcome us by dancing gaily upon the icy banks.

At last we are at the Road House feasting on sour dough bread, dried potatoes and moose steak, rather than that of beef.

Our host, knowing of our curiosity concerning the Indian customs, informs us that this is the last night of the queen’s Potlatch, which she is giving in commemoration of her husband, Red Shirt, who died nearly a year ago. Of course we are exceedingly glad to know that we may be permitted to witness such a scene, so romantic in the history of the Alaskan Indians.

Finishing our supper, we are soon ready to start for the festive scene with our newly found friend. Stepping outside the door, we immediately hear hideous shrieks and groans. Looking in the direction from which they come, we can see the sparks and frequently a blaze from the fire where the celebration is taking place. As we approach the but the noise becomes still more distinct, and we can distinguish the wailing of human beings as well as the howling of the dogs.

Pushing the door open we do not find ourselves in a room as we had supposed we would, but in a mere enclosure with neither roof nor floor. Here, in such a place, we find all the Indians holding on to a long piece of bright calico, circling about a large fire in the center of the enclosure, weeping and wailing for the lost one.

Upon close investigation we see that one of the older squaws seems to carry on and make worse faces than the others. This, we find, is the professional mourner of the place. She is paid for her cries on special occasions, and does her best to earn her fee. When she and the other Indians think they have mourned enough, they change the program entirely, and are to have some fun.

Suddenly about a dozen of the younger bucks rush out of doors in warlike fashion. Soon they rally forth, seize some one who seems to be least suspicious and proceed to give their victim a rough ride by tossing him up in the air about a dozen times, continually circling around the fire. When this is repeated several times to different persons (and they seem to be no respecter of persons), they bring on the great feast, which consists chiefly of moose meat and tea.

After a couple of hours spent in feasting, they have their tug of war, which is to determine the eternal destiny of the one who was taken from their midst. In accordance with their custom, they take the piece of calico and line up, the men on the outside of...
the hut taking hold of one end, and the women on the inside taking hold of the other. Each side pulls to their utmost ability, but, if the men succeed in pulling the women out of the hut, then the evidence is sure, that the dead will go to heaven. On the other hand, if the women succeed in pulling the men into the hut, there will be no doubt that the departed is doomed to perdition. So it is easily seen that the fate can almost always be surmised, and that they fix his soul in heaven.

Our Potlatch ended, we depart, our minds again resume their normal attitude, and we begin to wonder about what we have seen and how long such hilarious festivities last. Upon inquiry we find they may last as long as two weeks. As soon as we are home we consult the dictionary to learn what it has to tell us concerning a Potlatch. It says: "Among the Indians of the Northwestern Court of North America, a ceremonial distribution by a man, of gifts to his own neighboring tribesmen, often, humbly, to his own impoverishment. Feasting, dancing and public ceremonies accompany it." Our friend now explains to us that, this is just what the queen has done. She has distributed all of her possessions among the tribe, even her own home, and will now be compelled to go and live with some other member of the tribe. Such a custom, we are told, is also observed at the time of marriage.

It is still dark, and, taking our candles, we are assigned to our respective rooms. What do we find—a beautifully furnished room with velvet carpet and brass bedstead? No, nothing but a bare floor and a little bed made from rough lumber, no dresser, but in its stead a soap box with a wash bowl and pitcher and above it a cracked mirror hanging. In spite of bare surroundings we have a good rest, and as daylight comes we are anxious to see where Red Shirt is buried. We eat our breakfast and start for the graveyard, which we find about half a mile back of the village on the hillside.

Here we see a grave with a little picket fence around it and a blanket stretched across it on four poles. As we return to the Road House we cannot help contrasting our condition with that of the natives of Alaska. We are so thankful for Christian civilization, yet what we have seen lingers in our minds and we hear the cry of these people, "Come to Alaska and help us!"

Shall we whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high.
Shall we to those enlightened
The lamp of life deny?
Salvation, oh, salvation,
The joyful song proclaims,
Till earth's remotest nation
Has learned Messiah's name.

MURIEL'S FATHER

By Stella Hanke

Baby Muriel's mother had been dead eight years, but she was still "Baby" Muriel to her grandfather and grandmother. Her father could not be with her on account of his business in Michigan. At last, however, he was coming for her. Although she was sorry to have her grandparents, Muriel looked forward with childish delight to the new home with her dear "Daddy." As the time for him to come for her drew near and passed with no word from him, her grandfather became alarmed, but her father seemed to have dropped off the earth completely. Muriel continued to live with her grandparents until she was eighteen years old. Then, feeling that the expenses of her education were too heavy for their already bent and weary shoulders, she went to Los Angeles to an aunt and entered training in St. Mary's Hospital.

She had meantime grown into a lovely, sweet, sympathetic young woman. Although she was not a beautiful girl, still her face had an attraction all its own. She loved the hospital and the patients, and often when caring for a sick or injured man, she thought of her father and wondered what might have happened to him.

The last year of her training Muriel was "charge nurse" in the surgery. Here she often worked with Dr. Lanning, a tall, dignified young doctor with a big heart and a kind word and smile for all. He was rapidly becoming more and more famous as a nerve and brain specialist, and had performed many difficult operations. Muriel liked to work under his direction, for she respected and admired this fine young surgeon. He, too, had gradually come to think that no other nurse was quite so thoughtful and kind and efficient as Miss Churchill.

Dr. Lanning's work took him from one hospital to another in all the surrounding cities. Impatient with what he considered wasted time, he learned the distance by speeding up his big blue motor car. But one day, at a sharp turn in the road, something went wrong with the engine and he was thrown headlong into the bushes at the side of the road.

He lay unconscious for some time but was at last discovered by Mr. Evans, a nearby florist, who carried him carefully to his cottage, where he slowly regained consciousness. The recent accident naturally alarmed, but her father seemed to have dropped off the earth completely. Muriel continued to live with her grandparents until she was eighteen years old. Then, feeling that the expenses of her education were too heavy for their already bent and weary shoulders, she went to Los Angeles to an aunt and entered training in St. Mary's Hospital.
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do something for you? I had a case similar to yours and when the bone which was pressing on the brain was removed, the patient's memory returned. Surely it is worth the attempt."

Mr. Evans consented and was taken to the hospital, and after some time the operation was performed. Both Dr. Lanning and Nurse Churchill watched the patient eagerly as he was slowly recovering from the anesthetic. Suddenly he opened his eyes.

"Oh, doctor," he exclaimed, "why, I feel so different. I am beginning to remember. I was going for Baby Muriel."

At a warning glance from the doctor Muriel suddenly stopped, for she realized that her father's condition was serious. In his face, however, she saw the glad light of recognition and memory, and in the doctor's eyes she saw another light, equally glad and new. Dr. Lanning rejoiced not alone over a successful operation, but because he had been able to restore her father to his beloved Miss Muriel.

Epilogue:

"And they lived happily ever after."
Probably the most valuable part of a child's self-education is his opportunity to learn from making mistakes. This is that which the average institutional child misses. While the wise parent wants his child's training to be as inexpensive to himself and to others as possible, he learns that this inexpensiveness is best secured by allowing some errors to occur in the early years when they do not cost much, in such a way as to make the child immune to such errors in the later years, when they would be very costly.

The child is educated not only socially but personally also by his relations with his chums. The management of his baseball team, or the presidency of his indoor club will give him a varied discipline which does not come in the discipline of the school or the home. It is the most direct and practical preparation possible for all of the associations of the adult years.

Probably a word should be said here of the endeavor which many ambitious boys and girls are taking to supply their personal deficiencies by taking courses in correspondence study. No doubt such schools make claims that are extravagant and sometimes untrue—for instance, the depreciation of the value of guidance in the study, and of the help of the enthusiasm of fellow students is unjustifiable and the percentage of young people who actually make anything out of the material which they buy is said to be no more than five, yet the material is there.

Text books are often models of simplicity, arrangement and practicalness, and the total of young persons who have reached industrial proficiency or intellectual quickening thru such studies is large.

The best part of self-education is digestion, the ruminative assimilation of all the experiences, lessons and activities of one's life. Hence the importance of the child's having room to be alone. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life. Hence the importance of the child's having room to be alone. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life. Hence the importance of leisure to think, to understand. Hence the importance of guarding exposure of every one's life.

**SPRING**

This morn as I passed down the street
I met a stranger there;
She spoke to me yet could not speak.
Then the hasty contact as when friends meet.
And she was gone.
But in that gentle caress, scent of flowers,
Gleam of sun on verdant towers,
I knew her form, O gentle thing,
It was the first fresh breath of Spring.

Celestine Tucker, Class '16.

---

**THE VALUE OF AN OIL CAN**

By Clifford Denny, '17

It was late in the fall when Lee and Harry Outen left the little frontier town of Pendleton, Oregon, in the horsefoot hills and started up into the heavily wooded ranges of the Blue mountains, riding buckskin cayuses and driving a couple of pack horses before them. The trail was rough, and the journey of thirty miles to the new homestead took the better part of two days.

The two brothers planned to live thru the winter in the one-room log cabin left by a former holder of the homestead, and to spend the time in trapping, hunting and "buckling" corn. In the spring Lee was to return to his job with the X-K-I cattle ranch, and Harry was to "hold down" the homestead.

For a month the weather was perfect, and the young men worked from daylight until dark; occasionally they went hunting in the hills. Lee shot a deer once on the ridge behind the cabin and hung the meat in the easily built smokehouse.

Then, early one afternoon, snow began to fall and by nine o'clock it lay knee-deep in front of the door. When the boys crawled out of bed the next morning the single window was walled in with a white mass of snow.

"There's nothing to do except sit tight and wait for a thaw," Lee ejaculated.

Six weeks passed, however, with only an occasional softening of the surface snow at midday. A heavy crust had formed, so that it was possible to lead the cayuses over it. But supplies were running short.

"And the worst of it is," remarked Harry, decidedly downcast, "there doesn't seem to be another deer or edible critter of any kind left in the hills. We must have tramped ten miles yesterday without seeing a track."

Lee nodded. "If the cold snap doesn't break within three days, I'll have to make a trip into town. I'll take the four cayuses and pack enough stuff to last until spring."

Two days later, when the young men rounded up the cayuses, for their evening feed of hay, one of the animals was missing. "It'll show up by morning," Lee said. They shut the other cayuses in the barn. Morning came without bringing the fourth horse; a search of the neighborhood failed to reveal him.

"I can't wait any longer," said Lee. "There's nothing but peas and bacon left, and I hate the very sight and smell of pea soup. That horse has found a fir thicket to hide in and feed from, I wouldn't bother to hunt for him, he'll come back when he gets ready."

He then climbed into the saddle and five minutes later Harry saw him disappear over a ridge to the south.

Harry went back to the cabin, threw some chunks of pine upon the bed of coals in the fireplace, and for a while tried to hear himself with
cleaning his carbine. There was something oppressive in the silence, however, and he gave up the job in disgust.

"I'm going to have another look for that cyanide," he decided.

He passed the barn, and was following a slightly marked trail over the frozen crust when a vague curiously prompted him to part the bushes at his left and peer down into an old stump hole. The next moment he pushed his way thru the bushes, and, leaping down into the hollow, stood above the carrion of the missing cyanide. A few patches of fur were scattered about over the snow. There were crimson stains here and there, and in one place the crust had been broken, probably by the cyanide as it fought against its adversaries. And those adversaries? Whatever they were, they had come and gone as silently as the shadow of one of the great pines on the hill.

For a while after that he read—from the well-worn Testament that he carried in his hip pocket. Then, taking up his axe he went down to an alder thicket along the little stream, and put in the remainder of the day slashing the slim gray trunks into windrows.

Upon his return to the cabin he found the fire out, but, splitting up a block of pitch wood, he soon had a yellow blaze crackling on the hearth. Harry took from the other end of the board a chunk of bacon and placed it in the can. A moment later he dropped can and all among the wolves.
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THE FABLE OF THE WISE AND FOOLISH STUDENT
By Merton Kendall Mathewson, '16

Once there entered into the halls of learning, called Seattle Pacific College, a gifted student. And the heart of his class president rejoiced within him, for he said, "Lo, he will take an active part and he will pay his dues and eventually become a leader in our midst." And the Alexandrian President was joyful to see one so promising. The Alexandrian Program Committee were exceedingly happy and said, "No more will we be compelled to use certain ones so many times over for is he not a person of talent?" The teachers were glad, for they said, "He will be a help to all," and many hoped great things for him, especially the Cascade editor, who smiled and said, "Perchance he will prove to be a scirete and mayhap he will be a phenomenon who will hand in his material when asked to." But, behold, he disappointed them all. He neglected class meetings because he said he was too busy. He refused to give extraneous speeches when called upon and said many harsh things to those who put their heads to his energy. And his few talents, but was willing to use all he had and to develop any which might be dormant.

And when this student with few talents worked hard and did what he could, his elders and those in authority said, "Truly, a willing one, but of not much promise." But soon they were led to say, "Give me one willing one, for verily such a one is better than a hundred who are unwilling." And the one willing to work grew and waxed strong and was liked for his energy. And his few talents grew to many and when he graduated men said, "Behold one who will make his mark in the world." For the unwilling one had made himself and all unhappy, but the willing one had been the joy of many.

Moral: Use what you have or you won't have any.

L. A. C.—Why is S. P. C. soup
Laura D.—I dunno.
L. A. C.—Because it gets thinner as the years go by.
E. H. (in History)—Why did the hair on a man's head?
Pearl S.—For the same reason the "en crossed the road. You don't catch me with no puzzles.
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PRAY TELL ME WHENEY YOU CAME
By Alice Cathey, '17

O gentle breeze, with promise sweet,
From balmy South lands main.
Pray tell me where you lay your head
When hurled to rest you seek a lod.
Pray tell me whence you came?
Dear whispering, murmuring Western breeze,
With sunlight waking in your train,
With golden, laughing, calling notes
From out your thousand different throats.—
Pray tell me whence you came?

Thou grave and sedate Eastern breeze,
Is solemnity your aim?

As ever them fast you swiftly sail.—
Pray tell me whence you came?

Brave heavy, thunderous Northern wind,
With glory and with Northern fame,
Your wondrous seeds are widely known
From coast to coast, from home to home.—
Pray tell me whence you came?

From East and West, from North and South.
They gather, o'er the same.
But who can tell how long they've sped,
And what a dreary life they've led,—
Or tell me whence they came?

A LONELY ROAD AT NIGHT

The path was an old deer trail, that had been beaten down from many years of trampling leading down to a small stream. All that could be heard in the profound stillness was the ruffled rippling of the stream, and now and then a twig would break in one of the opaque branches of the small saplings and older trees that fringed each bank of the stream. As I rambled up the grade on the other side of the creek I heard the spidery cry of a native hyena, but because of his pusillanimity he kept his distance.

As I entered into the dismal forest, the trees were so black and unkempt that made their home in the most dungeoness parts and their natural cupidity made them plan their carnage of me, but still they did not have the courage to attack me.

Ed. Note: Discovered in the second year English class room.
Sixteen
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EDITORIALS

SPECIAL ACADEMIC STAFF

Seniors .................................................. Celestine Tucker
Juniors .................................................. Dwight Jones
Sophomores .................................................. Elva Swick
Freshmen .................................................. Rubie Thomas

ANNUAL STAFF, 1915-16

Editor-in-Chief ........................................ Vivian Thomas
Assistant .................................................. W. Thuline
Business Manager ....................................... Leland A. Cochran
Assistant .................................................. William Robinson

DEPARTMENTS

Art .......................................................... W. Thuline
Locals .................................................... Laura Du Bois
Societies ................................................ Adile Cook
Exchanges ............................................... Florence Alberts
Jokes ....................................................... Ruth Sawyer
Alumni .................................................... Alphonse Marvin
Athletics .................................................. H. Berry
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Dear Student:

Being granted twenty minutes by our beloved principal, the Associated Student Body elected officers for the remaining months of the school year. The vote cast resulted in the election of the following officers:

President ............................................... Will Robinson
Vice President ......................................... Clifford Denny
Secretary ................................................... Mary Stipe
Treasurer .................................................. Cyril Hill
Chaplain .................................................. Miss Mercer
Musical Director ......................................... Pearl Smith
Assistant Musical Director ............................. Celestine Tucker
Cascade Reporter ....................................... Elva Swick
Marshals .................................................. Bob Grade

After having been postponed for so very many weeks, due to Christmas vacation, which, by the way, came during December and also to the unexpected snow storm, the Freshman program, a musical affair, the last of the entertainments to be provided for the benefit of the pleasure seekers of the Seattle Pacific College by the Academic Department, was duly rendered by representatives of that brilliant body of classmates, who have chosen for their class colors the decidedly suggestive green and yellow.

Every one was highly pleased with the delightful musical numbers, especially the first, which was announced by a sneeze. Then came the wonder of wonders, the stereopticon lecture by Miss Charlotte Doren, whose subject was the "Wonders of Alaska." I think I am safe in saying that all of the girls in S. P. C. are as well pleased with "life in the hall" as if they were Indian girls, having to live entirely alone for a year with not a soul to talk to. Several of the boys, tho, have remarked that they intend going to that cold northern country to make their selection of totem poles, which they so desire to erect over them in after years.

The Freshman class then favored us with more musical selections, which were excellent, even if our esteemed chorus director did scold on account of their attacha.

Numbers desired complimentary tickets to the entertainments but
the financial condition of the school not being sufficiently rosy to permit such a wholesale distribution of passes, they were not so given. The proceeds are to be used for the editing of the Cascade Annual.

Please, if you can rustle anything for the advancement of the paper along literary lines, let us know, for we all want the annual to be the best ever.

Shakespeare says: "Do not for one repulse forego the purpose you resolved to effect." The purpose we resolved to effect for this year's annual is the pleasing of the students of R. P. C. The chances are that you have been "repulsed in your purpose," but if you have not been pleased with the other numbers, you'll have to like this one, for it is to be different.

E. A. R.

F. R.—Say! Hey you had your fortygraft took for the annual?"

ALTHEPIAN

"They never taste who always drink; They always talk who never think."—Sel.

Therefore—we prefer to be seen and not heard. That's the reason you haven't been hearing very much of us lately. We've spent our time thinking. (Now, for instance, the Seniors, they are just digging into their orations.)

You should have heard our last program! "The Trials of a Freshman" and the "Life of a Senior" were quite vivid descriptions of the subjects in hand. Besides these we were favored with several musical selections, etc.

Oh, yes! We also elected new officers. The President now is Ruth Sawyer; Vice President, Pearl Smith; Secretary, Lucile Black; Treasurer, Margaret Whitesides; Musical Director, Pearl Smith; Assistant Musical Director, Elsie Schuerman.

THE ALPHA CLUB

The Alpha Club wishes to inform the public that they are still alive. The meetings have not been very numerous lately, but the great dynamic forces of intellect and ability which lie hidden in the minds of the illustrious members are beginning to move and stir, and are long the outburst of mighty talent will be revealed by magnificent displays of eloquence in song and story.

Students come and students go, but we go on forever.

Gangway !!!

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

A prize of one copy of the annual will be given for the best story turned in to the Cascade office, provided that at least five stories are turned in. Honourable mention will be made of the best poem, sketch or kodak picture of local interest. Get busy now! Ask us about it.

SPJ:

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

To please the Editor, this will be condensed.

Our new officers are as follows:

CLIFFORD DENNY ....................... President

Dwight Jones ....................... Tie for Vice President

Fred Leise .............................. Secretary

Will Robinson ....................... Treasurer

Wesley Thomas ....................... Assistant Musical Director

Everett Richie ....................... Chaplain

Cyril Hilt .............................. Musical Director

Hubert Berry .............................. Marshal

Your Humble Servant .............................. Cascade Reporter

"Watch our smoke."

LOCALS

Spring is again coming to us and new life seems to be prevalent after our winter's siege. Some time has elapsed since a Cascade has been issued but here we are as lively, as full of student's inspiration and vigor as usual. Our ranks have been gradually diminishing during the last few months but those who remain are progressives and are enjoying the school activities. We mourn the loss of Irma Sharpe, Vida Stagg, Corsa Smith, Margaret Jones, Vina Smith, our Cascade editor Mary Cathey, also the manager, W. A. Stephens; Samuel Troutman and Wallace Kennedy.

Washington's Birthday was greatly enjoyed, as we were favored with a whole holiday and naturally a hike was the most important feature.

Another day of importance was March 4, the birthday of our honored and esteemed President. The previous evening was the date of celebration and the occasion was an enjoyable one indeed.

Our store of knowledge has surely been widened and increased by the intellectual speakers to whom we have listened in our Assembly. Feb. 11 we were favored by a lecture from Mr. Leaman of the Y. M. C. A. Feb. 17 Mrs. Stagg rendered a most interesting address concerning fashions.

A most interesting and instructive speech on China was given us Feb. 22 by the wife of our President, March 2 Rev. Mr. La Violette delivered a grand and inspiring address from the subject "The Whitening Fields."

Altho our numbers are not so many, yet we have the quality and vim, so it is up to us to push with all our might. Our ambition is to reach the goal of success, so here you will find us full of spirit and energy.
SENIOR CLASS NOTES

By Doris Bell, '16

Often in the past, as I glanced over the pages of our school paper, have I seen these words, "How time flies!" I hope the Cascade readers will not be "bored" if I use once more those oft-repeated words, which express my thoughts and feelings exactly.

Many things, both pleasant and otherwise, have happened to the seniors since the last issue of the Cascade. We all enjoyed our Christmas vacation immensely. After returning to our school duties we were somewhat worried about the final examinations for the closing semester; we seemed to have no cause for worry, however, unless it were the advanced algebra students. Those who were free from such troubles could only stand back and pity those not so lucky.

One thing has amused and recreation. There have been coasting parties, sleigh rides, a few hikes, and other happy times.

We were one of the first on the field with our officers for the new semester, who are:

President, Morton Mathewson; Vice President, Will Robinson; Secretary, Celestine Tucker; Treasurer, Ruth McElhoe; Cascade Reporter, Doris Bell; Marshal, H. M. Berry; Class Representative, Celestine Tucker.

The Seniors have had no trouble whatever in finding ways of amusement and recreation. There have been coasting parties, sleigh rides, a few hikes, and other happy times.

One thing has caused us much grief, though, which is the loss of a few of our number. Mr. Morton Mathewson proved an efficient and capable host at a farewell party for Miss Vida Stagg, and to Miss Irma Sharpe, who preferred jackrabbits and sagebrush to the cake.

The Seniors have had no trouble whatever in finding ways of amusement and recreation. There have been coasting parties, sleigh rides, a few hikes, and other happy times.

W. P.—This fowl is like rubber.

Miss Morrow (in English)—I know what you mean.

Wagram (in Latin)—What tense is that?

Miss Tucker.—Past.

Spring chicken.

JUNIOR REPRESENTATION AND INTERESTS

By Casey, '17

Lucille Black, Treasurer of '17; Secretary of Althepians. Blackie's interest is centered on tennis, basket ball, and the Seniors. She is the only Junior upon whom one of the graduates designs to gaze—but we notice he does it quite often.

"As you see, she is a peroxide blonde."

James Bishop is connected with the religious life of the school. He is fond of one sport, however, and we often find him "chinning" himself under a certain tree.

"Whoso trusteth in the Lord, happy is he."

K. P. Chan, Marshal of '17, is one of the best students of the class. He has an acute sense of humor and you ought to see the cartoons he draws of the Faculty and some of our "Representative Students."

"To the story thru all difficulties."

Clifford Denny, Vice President of '17, President of Phils, Vice President of Alexandrians. Cliff enjoys baseball and basket ball, and when these are not in season he prefers jollifying the freshmen—and one in particular.

"So young, and yet so wise."

Vera Funnel, Class Representative, is our only mandolin player.

She is at present deeply interested in the row next to hers in Assembly.

"A man, a man—my kingdom for a man."

Robert McDowell Grage, Marshal of Alexandrians, is one of the social wire-pullers of the class—who of pet elephant, guaranteed to "smile for the ladies."

"OutsidERS of his school work, elocution is his pet indulgence.

O di immortales! Was versteht er nicht?"

Dwight L. Jones, President of '17, is our tennis shark and expects to win many laurels for us in the near future. He is also fond of baseball, but his mind runs more along astronomical things, or else why does he stand by the Girls' Hall and at night gaze up so earnestly?

"The way of a man with a maid."

Wesley Oliver has just joined us this semester, but we are glad to have him with us and hope he will enjoy himself. At present he amuses himself in inquiring for "certain things" or the K. K. K. more than by any other way.

"And still they let them run loose."

Mary Irene Riley, Secretary of '17, Secretary of Alexandrians. Elouise has a charm for Mary that few other things have. Her great

(Continued on page 23.)
GLIMPSES INTO THE PAGES OF A SOPHOMORE'S DIARY

By Jessie Bell, '16

Dec. 7, '15. The cares of a Sophomore are many these days. We are putting forth every effort to complete the printing of our programs, also to keep them a secret, and to make our Alexandrian program a success. Other classmen are trying to tease us by reminding us of the true meaning of our cognomen. But we pay no attention to such insignificants.

Dec. 11, '15. Our program was rolled off our shoulders last night. We hope all who witnessed it were as pleased as we ourselves were over its success. Willis Lightle certainly outshone himself in his attempts at oratory. He also made a splendid Indian lover.

Jan. 4, '16. Christmas vacation is now over and Lea Year begun, and Fred Leise has already been steering shy of all the girls, for fear they might make him the object of their affections.

Jan. 7, '16. We are all enjoying the winter's first snow. The coating is just great. We've tried we don't all have to take all the exams so that we can have some time for sport and recreation.

Jan. 27, '16. Our class met last night and elected our officers for next semester. They are: President, Mr. Thomas; Vice President, Mr. Lightle; Secretary, Miss Rose; Treasurer, Miss Short; Class Representative and Marshal, Mr. Leise; Cascade Reporter, Miss Bell, and Faculty Member, Mr. Folsom.

Jan. 31, '16. We all managed to survive our exciting trip thru the deep and perilous waters of exams, and all have reappeared with fresh vigor and new ambitions for the coming semester's work.

Feb. 3, '16. Seattle has had an extra dose of snow, and as a consequence, school is closed. We Sophomores take great delight in it, as it means no English for a few days.

Feb. 21, '16. Our worthy classmate, Mr. Lightle, came to school with a decided hair cut.

March 3, '16. Our new and able President called us together yesterday afternoon. We had a very lively meeting. It's all a secret, though, so don't get inquisitive. Our spirits and ambitions are at quite a high pitch, so you may expect to see our name again, if nothing else among the pages of the next issue of the Cascade.
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FRESHMAN CLASS NOTES

By Ruby Thomas, '19

Faith, an' store it's so close to the day o' the god old Saint Pa. It makes every man of us proud to be Oirish. Let thim as loakes make fun o' the Frishmin colors, but they're good Oirish an' that, an' o' St. Patrick's Day ye are all a' hein' glad to wear thim.

Truth, Bridget, an' did ye beur o' the Frishmin program? The loakes of it ye will never see again at all. Pint there was sick music as would make ye think o' the harps an' sweet voices o' old Erin, an' thin' a false lady tolled us o' all the uncivilized battens of Alasky who are more civilized as the rest o' us after all.

Sure, an' we've had several class meetin's since I lain saw ye, too. We've elected a whole new set o' officers. Ye have heard the cold warin' that good things, like pretty gurrls' months, to be effectin' must be small, and we Frishmin believe it, too. For sure, an' didn't we have a perfectly gud little President, an' wasn't he so gud that the Cascade tak him away frim us?

Oh, well, never mind, childer, we'll find ye a new one! An' here's the list o' thin':

President, Madge Callahan: Vice President, Pearl Smith, Secretary, Pearl Smith, Treasurer, Vera Flach, and Cascade Reporter, Ruby Thomas.

Since thin we've bin a-wurrin' our hardest for the Academic Cascade, and it's many a prime story and poem we have written, too be Jakers!

But, retormin' a-gain to the beginnin', which was the Frishmin colors o' gold an' green. Let me tell ye in part in, thet the gold is fer the golden treasure of our love for old '19, an' the green is our perpetual affection for the Oirish an' the wild sod. Erin go bragh.

(Continued From Page 21)
The past two months have been of slight interest in the athletic department of the school. The beautiful downfall of snow brought about some fine coasting and the brave Aurelius led only one sledful to the slaughter. But taking it all in all we shared our part of the fun in the healthy and innocent pastime. Mr. Cochran and Mr. Warren were the leading chauffeurs on the slides and also showed much initiative ability in getting up the parties.

Our attention is now turning to tennis. The past summer season has produced many excellent players, of whom Mr. Merton Kendell Mathewson shows marked improvement. He still has his famous cannon ball serve, which is well known to the students, and we are eagerly awaiting the opening games.

We hope that tennis will not take all of our time, but that baseball will have a fair chance to loom into notice.

I thank you.

H. M. Berry

We are glad to acknowledge the following exchanges received since the publication of our last issue:

Miltonvale College Monitor, Miltonvale, Kansas.
The Somerset Horn, Somerset, Kentucky.
The Garret and Gray, Albayn High School, Albayn, N. Y.
Billiken, Albion High School, Albion, Nebraska.
Reed College Quest, Portland, Oregon.
Common, Zanesville High School, Zanesville, Ohio.
The Criterion, Bridgeport High School, Bridgeport, Conn.
The Optimist, Bloomington High School, Bloomington, Ind.
The Tiger, Ellins High School, W. Va.

We still consider you one of our best exchanges. Your "Art and Literary" number is especially fine. The twin articles, "Some Well Known Seattle Artists," "Seattle Authors of National Reputation," are new topics, and a credit to your paper. We also like your department headings.

Vista, Greenville, Ill.: The cover design of your Christmas number is very appropriate. The story, "The Night Has Come," couldn't be more interesting. "Christmas" is a vivid little poem. Some cuts and department headings would increase the value of your paper.

The Purple Pennant, Cortland, N. Y.: We like your manner of writing class notes, but don't you think your literary department is rather dwarfed?

We were very much pleased and somewhat surprised to receive "The Tsing Hua Journal," from The Tsing Hua College, Peking, China. It is a seventy-page paper, the issues being printed alternately in Chinese and English, and is chock full of such articles as "The Psychological Significance of Study," "The Evils of Intemperance," "Universal Morality and Particular Morality," and "Educational Motives for the Upbuilding of a New Nation." A purely literary paper, it shows splendid talent back of it.

"The St. Johns Echo," St. Johns University, Shanghai: You have some excellent material and there is a wide-awake tone on every page.

Houghton Star, Houghton, N. Y.: The body of your paper is good, but couldn't you put it in a nicer looking cover?

The Chevron, Albion, N. Y.: A little more space between the jokes, please. Otherwise, O. K.
Twenty-six

Prof. Stillwell (in B. Latin)—
Dwight, what is the Latin word for "to give"?
Dwight—I don't know (dono).
P. S.—Correct; be seated.

Hank—Where have you been?
Lank—To the cemetery.
Hank—Any one dead?
Lank—Every one of them.

Prof. Bagley (grasping a Freshman by the collar)—Young man, I believe Satan has got hold of you.

He—Then you are not interested in my welfare?
She—Well, if the syllables were transposed I would be.—Ex.

A quick-witted Irish girl was being examined by the inspector.
"You were born in Ireland?"
"I wa."
"What part?"
"Why, all of me, of course."

An Irishman sat in the Union Station smoking an odorous pipe when the attendant called his attention to the sign, "No Smoking."
"Well," says Pat, "I'm not a schmokin'."
"But you have your pipe in your mouth."
"Shure an' I've shoes on me feet an' I'm not walkin'."—Selected.

Prof. Haslen (in Ancient History)—When did the first banking transaction take place in Egypt?
Alice B.—When Pharaoh received a check on the bank of the Red Sea.

Early to bed, early to rise.
Love all the teachers and tell them no lies.
Study your lessons that you may be wise,
And buy from the men who advertise.—Ex.

I'm in a 10 der mood 2 ilay & feel poetic, 2.
4 fun I'll just scratch off a— & send it off 2 U.
I'm sorry I've been 6 so long.
Don't B disconsol 8
But bear your ills with 40 2 de
And they won't seem so gr 8.
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The Hat
for that Particular Chap

"Get it at Evans"
All Films Bought of Us
Developed Free

We Carry Only Eastman Films
Printing and Enlarging at Special Prices

Third and Union
Camera and Art Shops

Patrons of our Advertisers and Mention The Cascade.
Fountain Service
will be
Our Specialty
This Spring
Plain Sodas
Ice Cream Sodas
Phosphates
Milk Shakes
Maltesed Milks
Welsh Hiball
etc.
Stokes Ice Cream
as ever
Plain, 5c
Sundaes, 10c
Don't forget us on your bulk orders.

Merton (to R. Mc.)—What kind of nuts do you like best?
Howard Hall (breaking in)—I prefer the "Hazel" nut.

"I don't like your heart action," the doctor said after applying the stethoscope. "You have had some trouble with angina pectoris."
"You're partly right, Doc," said Howard Hall, "only that isn't her name.

The young men of the school have suddenly become desirous that the girls should know what wonder "lumps of affection" they possess, hence the haircuts.

Berry, in Ross barber shop—
Sav, how long will I have to wait for a shave?
Barber—Oh, about six years.

Hubert Berry is a freak gifted with an unusual supply of wit and good humor.

Mother—Didn't I tell you you couldn't play with your soldiers on the Sabbath?
David—Yes, but I'm playing they are the Salvation Army.

Florin B.—All the boys are having their hair clipped close. I'd have mine done that way only I'm afraid I'd catch cold in my head.
M. Scott—Never mind, it would be so lonesome it would soon leave.

Formerly the cry was "54-50 or fight. Now it is "75-70 or flunk."—Exchange.

Joke Editor—No one is allowed in here unless he brings a joke.
Bob G.—Well, the next time I come in I'll bring you along.

To Young Women Who Cook
and Young Men Who Eat—
Remember: Crescent Baking Powder makes lighter, sweeter, better cakes because it is the new type, wholesome baking powder.

The Price Is Right
25 Cents a lb.
At All Grocers

Fine for Fudge
Crescent Mapleine
Is delicious in fudge, Pecan, taffy, or divinity. Daddy flavor for cakes, 1bings and desserts. Buy Mapleine syrup on your Hot Cakes. Easy to make—economical.
Phone: Elliott 1845

The Hamilton Studio
Rooms 673-680 Colman Bldg.
811 First Avenue Seattle, Wash.

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded

Ross Pharmacy
TRY OUR
Fountain Drinks
Ice Cream and Candies
3328 Third Ave. West Phone Queen Anne 941

Your Local Fuel Dealer
COAL AND WOOD
ISSAQUAH LUMP
ISSAQUAH EGGS
NEWCASTLE LUMP
NEWCASTLE NUT
Wingate Steam for Furnaces
EAGLE FUEL CO.
Third Avenue West and Ewing Street Phone Queen Anne 723 After 5 P. M. Queen Anne 3719

RUFUS H. ST. ONGE
CHIROPRACTOR
Graduate of Palmer School of Chiropractic, Desmoines, Iowa
1557 Lucky Ridge, Corner 3rd and Watson

WE INVITE THE PATRONAGE OF THE STUDENTS
Who are referred to Dr. Roberson, who acts as our agent in the collection of Laundry Wash.

MODEL ELECTRIC LAUNDRY Established 1890

Washington
Manganese, Coal and Copper Co.
Miners and Shippers of Foundry Coke, Steam and Blacksmith Coal
Manufacturers of Ferro-Manganese, Ferro-Silicon and Ferro-Tungsten

GENERAL OFFICE
421 Railway Exchange
Phone Elliott 4042 Seattle, Wash.

Bakery and Restaurant
MRS. F. E. DAVIS
Home Cooked Meals. Lunches at All Hours
3338 Third Ave. West Opp. Seattle Pacific College

4 PER CENT PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
FREMONT STATE BANK YOUR LOCAL BANK

Protect Your Eyes
Do you realize that YOUR EYES are worth millions of dollars to you yet how you neglect and abuse them? Do you realize that lack of concentration, dullness in school and loss of memory are mostly due to Eye Strain? Do you realize that lack of concentration, dullness in school and loss of memory are mostly due to Eye Strain? Do you realize that lack of concentration, dullness in school and loss of memory are mostly due to Eye Strain? Do you realize that lack of concentration, dullness in school and loss of memory are mostly due to Eye Strain?

J. W. EDMUNDS, Oph. D.
Phone: Main 2174 Fraser-Paterson's Bakery Second and University

Patronize our Advertisers and Mention The Cascade.
Fremont & Ross Transfer Co.
R. D. WATSON, Manager
FURNITURE AND PIANO MOVING
Baggage Called for and Delivered—Good Storage Room
Office: 3210 Fremont Avenue

Jos. Mayer & Bros.
Manufacturers of
CLASS FRATERNITY AND SORORITY EMBLEMS
359 COLMAN BLDG. SEATTLE, WASH.

Lowman & Hanford Co.
FIRST AVENUE and CHERRY
BOOK SELLERS STATIONERS
COPPER PLATE ENGRAVERS

BUY YOUR
FLOUR
HAY, GRAIN AND CHICKEN FEED of
CARL SIGNOR
2940 Westlake Ave. N. Tel. Queen Anne 1047

Embosed Stationery
A visit to our plant will be a pleasant surprise to you.
You will be welcome at any time and it is no trouble to show the finest line in Seattle.

Fremont Shoe Hospital
We give you the benefit of our 23 years of experience in FINE SHOE REPAIRING. We also make Shoes to order.
REPAIRING—Men's Half Soles, 75c; Ladies', 50c; Boys', 40c Up
SHOES TO ORDER—Boys' and Youth', $3.00 Up; Men's, $5.00 Up
W. M. PHILIPS, Manager 3421 Fremont Ave.

Dixie Dye Works
STREET CLEANING
DRY CLEANING
PRESSING
LAUNDRY

METROPOLITAN PRESS
CENTRAL BLDG. 36 AND MARION
There’s a Hat for You
at
Values in Every Department
SECOND AVENUE AT SPRING ST.

SHOES
For Young Men
All the New
Popular Styles
At Right Prices
Tennis and Outing Footwear in Great Variety

HOYT SHOE CO.
1402 THIRD AVENUE